
13TH AWARD TO “GOOD PRACTICE 
IN CITIZEN PARTICIPATION”
APPLICATION FORM

Secton 1: BASIC INFORMATION

Title of experience: "La ville rêvée, verte, durable et solidaire" (The Dream City: Green, Sustainable
and United”) by the Municipal Children’s Council of Metz 

Name of city /region: The city of Metz 
Country: France

Candidate institution: Citzenship and Partcipatory Democracy Department of the city of Metz

Starting date of the experience: 2018 
End date: 2019 
Type of candidacy

New experience
X

Council
X

Citzen initatves 
X

Others:

Partcipaton of children 

O b j e c t i v e o f t h e
innovative experience
 

To atain greater degrees of equality in partcipaton and to 
make diversity part of the inclusion criteria
To strengthen the community X
To connect diferent partcipaton tools within the 
partcipatory democracy “ecosystem” 

X

To improve the quality of the public decision-making process
through the mechanisms of partcipatory democracy

X

Regional scope Entre region X
Educaton X
Urban management X
Environment and urban agriculture X
Culture X
Housing X
Local development X
Social inclusion X
All X
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Secton 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIENCE

Objectves
Main objectve of the innovatve experience:

To improve the quality of the public decision-making process through the mechanisms of 
partcipatory democracy.

How was this objectve achieved?

This objectve was achieved by bringing a young segment of society (children between ages
8 and 11) into the shared process of constructng a city project that integrates the 
objectves of Sustainable Development (SDO). 

To what extent was this objectve achieved?

As an agent in its own right, the Municipal Children’s Council provided art and imaginaton to help 
defne an urban, ecology and solidarity project that fully integrates the Agenda 21 citzen acton 
plan, which was drafed by the people. 

Dimensions of the experience
What is the most innovatve aspect of the experience?

This experience is innovatve in many ways:

- The year-long partcipaton of a group of agents made up of children between ages 8 and 
11, who are ofen only marginally consulted or even completely lef out of partcipatory 
approaches; 

- The involvement of children at the same level as the adult citzens, in an urban and 
environmental project, integratng the objectves of sustainable development;

- The use of an artstc preference that placed the children’s creatvity and their imaginaton 
at the heart of the process; 

- The gathering and use of recyclable materials for the creaton of a model that had never 
been seen before. 

To what degree is the process transferrable?

The methodological elements and the specifc results of the process can be consulted in a booklet 
published for this purpose (as well as on the city’s website) and available at district civic centres, 
schools, recreaton centres, libraries, etc. 
In additon to exploring the artstc process that was undertaken, this public document provides the 
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details of the methods involved, allowing other insttutons to make use of and draw inspiraton 
from this experience, in order to extend their own felds of partcipaton.

Moreover, the model built by the children has been on display at the Metz City Hall and presented 
at diferent ecology and sustainable development events (such as those of the European Insttute of
Ecology, among others).

Also, all the informaton is public and accessible to any establishment, structure or group that may 
be interested in it. 

Why do you believe the experience is feasible?

The process, which began within a context of climate and environmental urgency, has benefted 
from the inclusion of diferent components to ensure its feasibility, partcularly the following:

- The sustained and actve involvement of children was made possible thanks to the 
Municipal Children’s Council, which acts as a standing and member body, a partcipatory 
ecosystem that was initally set up in Metz in 2008.

- The creaton of the model was possible thanks to the collecton of simple recyclable 
materials that were easy to fnd.

- The artstc aspect was supervised and encouraged by an artst who helped guide the 
children’s creatvity throughout the entre project 

- The creaton of the booklet and its publicaton was made possible thanks to the support of 
the Communicaton Department of the city of Metz and its municipal printng ofce.

- The involvement of many diferent agents with diverse skills has increased the project’s 
feasibility, thanks to their transversal and multdisciplinary nature. This cross-functonality, 
which assures success, was combined with an alignment of the diferent readings of the city
by the agents involved. 

All the legal and fnancial aspects, as well as those relatng to the ongoing involvement of the 
children (and their supervision) were hence brought together to enable the initatve to be carried 
out efectvely and in a tmely manner. 
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How was the experience organised with other agents and processes?

This experience, which was organised in cooperaton with the Centre Pompidou-Metz (museum),
the local schools and the municipal services on the one hand, and with artst Sarah Poulain on the
other hand, has benefted from the expertse of the structures and agents involved, as well as from
the broad disseminaton by the many diferent channels of communicaton. Technical, educatonal,
artstc and creatve experts have come together in this mult-disciplinary process. 

It is also worthy of note that this experience forms part of a larger public partcipaton process that
began within the framework of the draf of a sustainable territory project (Agenda 21). Hence, this
experience was born out of a truly collectve thought process and within the framework of a global
project involving diferent categories of agents. In this regard, 385 children took part in a survey
drafed by the children of the Municipal Children’s Council, ttled "Metz, Ville Durable" ("Metz,
Sustainable City"). 

Finally, it must be noted that futurist architect Luc Schuiten, who took part in the unveiling of the
model during its frst exhibiton at the Centre Pompidou-Metz, widely praised the work of the
children and acknowledged the model’s innovatve magnitude. 

What was the level of co-responsibility?

Role of the agents involved:
- Citzenship and Partcipatory Democracy Department of the city of Metz: supervision of the 

children, project coordinaton and logical and legal monitoring of the actons carried out; 
- Sustainable Development Department of the city of Metz: transmission of informaton on 

sustainable development issues and climate deregulaton; 
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- Schools in the region: involvement of classes in the project-process/ disseminaton of the 
completed work and communicaton of the model; 

- Centre Pompidou-Metz: provided the necessary workrooms to enable the workshops to be 
held / contact and partnership with artst Sarah Poulain / recepton and exhibiton of the 
model;

- Sarah Poulain: creatve supervision and artstc monitoring of the workshops / assistance 
with the draf of sketches, 

- Luc Schuiten: contributon of an architectural perspectve / partcipaton at the unveiling. 

What mechanisms of evaluaton and accountability were used?

The elements resultng from the work carried out were disseminated through diferent informaton 
channels:

- Writen, edited and published brochures; 
- Announcements and communicatons made by the municipal services, local schools, local 

associatons and bodies, as well as the project’s stakeholders; 
- Informaton disseminated through the press;
- Informaton posted on the Metz city website;
- Display of the model in diferent places. 

From the perspectve of accountability, this initatve, which has a forward-looking component, is 
also conceived as a specifc plan of acton involving both children and all the other partner agents. 

Evaluated by a panel of experts throughout the process and up to the presentaton of the model, 
this experience, which was innovatve in so many regards, earned a “Democracy and Youth” Award,
which was presented to the children by François de Rugy, the Minister of Ecology and Richard 
Ferrand, the President of the Natonal Assembly, during the “Eco Mayors” ceremony at the Natonal
Assembly. 
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